
Dear Friends, 

Thank you for joining me for the online course The Heirloom Garden in Colored Pencil. If you 

have previously taken an online class with me, you’ll already be familiar with the information 

in this message. (And welcome back!) If this is your first time to draw with me, please allow 

me to explain a little about how the course is set up. 

 

 

 

 

Where are the lessons? 

 

There will be 10 lessons. The first will appear Monday, Nov. 3, on a private, 

password-protected class website. Every Monday, another lesson will be added to 

the site. They are posted at 10am (US Central Standard Time).  Any time you want 

to view a lesson, simply visit the course website. You will not receive any classes 

by email. 

Each lesson will read much like a blog post, with the videos and printable pdf 

pages embedded as you go along. The text will tell you when to click on a link to 

print a page or play a video. Step-by-step photo tutorials may also appear in the 

text portion of the lesson. 

About a week before the start date, you’ll receive an email with the link to the 

private course website, and the passwords for the site. From that day forward, 

the website will be available to you for the next five months. Each lesson remains 

on the site after posting -- so that by the tenth week, all 10 classes will be posted 

beginning with the most recent. To see earlier lessons, you can scroll down the 

page. 

 

 

 



How much time do I have to finish the course? 

 

 Relax and enjoy yourself. This course is designed for you to work at your own 

pace. You do not need to complete a lesson every week. You do not need to start 

the first week, or even the first month, that the lessons appear. If you decide to 

take a vacation in the middle of the course, go right ahead and do that. Week by 

week, the lessons will continue to be added to the website and will be available to 

you... whenever you choose to work on them. You have five months to complete 

the course before the window closes on April 3 . 

 

 

How can I get guidance or critiques of my work? 

As you move through the lessons, I will be glad to provide feedback on your work 

at any time. Some people may want guidance at the end of every lesson; others 

may only want occasional help -- or none at all. Do what seems most useful to 

you. You can scan your artwork and email it to me at studio@valwebb.com as a 

jpg file, or email a digital photo. In order to allow scanning artwork to send for 

feedback, trim your paper to 8x11 inches before you begin. 

Important note: When sending your work to me for feedback, please put the 

lesson number as the subject line of your email. In other words, if you send a 

message with an attachment containing the artwork from the third lesson, the 

subject line of your email should be LESSON 3. This will give your email priority in 

my very busy inbox! Thanks. 

 

 

 

 



How can I communicate with other people taking the course? 

Here's a wonderful thing: there are people signed up for the course in nations all 

around the world. I can only imagine the wealth of experience and insight we all 

share. To allow us all to communicate with one another – to share comments, 

images and ideas that arise from the lessons -- I have created a private facebook 

group just for members of our class. (Participation in the facebook group is 

completely optional; no class instruction will take place there. It's just a space for 

visiting, sharing words, images and links.) Posts are not public and are only visible 

to members of the group. Instructions for joining the private facebook group are 

emailed to you before the start date. 

 

 


